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Civils Training Group (Yorkshire & Humberside) 
 
1. The Group has been very active and is managing to engage more of the membership this year, 
which is really positive.  Issue for members currently focus on the future offer of CITB and the 
uncertainty around the proposed new grant scheme for 2018. 
 
2. There are also concerns regarding the timescales and costs of new proposals around a training 
directory and the national register.  There was concern when a lot of members took the time to 
attend consultation events that their feedback was not listened to. 
 
3. Delivery wise, there has been a focus on Temporary Works for members as this has been 
traditionally difficult to source, and forms of upskilling.  The Group Training officer has noted that 
they have to deal with more and more requests for info and advice where they would have 
traditionally been answered by a CDA or Apprenticeship officer, which is fine but time consuming. 
 
4. A positive of the first half of the year has been the group’s involvement in a schools pilot project, 
with the development and delivery of a primary schools stem event across 10 schools to 300 
children.  Again, this has taken up a lot of time and resource, but has been really beneficial for the 
schools and pupils involved. 
 
 
Promoting Construction West Yorkshire 

1. The group continues to recruit new members (currently 33); assist members with general training 
needs analysis and booking; and assist members with skills and training applications. 
 
2. Currently the Training Group is exploring opportunities and applications for flexible funding with 
some of the larger member companies, and again sharing with neighbouring businesses with similar 
needs. 
 
3. Sharing resource and expertise across neighbouring training groups, especially NY with whom we 
share the GTO, appears to be working well so far – training courses hosted by the groups are fuller, 
making them more cost effective. 
 
4. Increasingly we are looking further at development of businesses and look at supporting more 
training outside the ‘standard’.  Apprenticeships are of particular interest within West Yorkshire and 
we are looking at focussing effort and resource in this area in coming months. 
 
5. Member companies are represented at the Training Directory and Register pathfinder groups. 
 
 
North Yorkshire Construction Training Group 

1. The ‘Roots to Roof’ pilot project for primary schools has been launched and is in its final 
evaluation phase.  The project has been supported through CITB flexible funds and has been really 
well received by all those involved.  The project has also been successful in sharing the expertise 
with training groups from North, West, East Riding, Roofing and Civils taking part.  Currently the 
group is considering a further bid for funding to further develop and roll out to all. 
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2. Build the Business pilot project, again supported through CITB flexible funds, is 50% complete, 
with all business workshops being delivered and 1-2-1 consultations underway.  This has engaged 10 
businesses, one registered with CITB to access the pilot; two were non-grant receiving levy payers 
and two were disengaged with CITB.  Five came from North Yorkshire and West Yorkshire training 
groups.  The pilot has thus far been very well received, with businesses reporting improvements 
already.  Most participants have made further applications to skills and training funds, or expect to 
do so in the near future. 
 
3. Members have been active participants in grant and levy consultations and are also attending 
pathfinder meetings. 
 
4. We continue to recruit new members (currently 50) and offer a wide range of services to 
members, with different members accessing different services. 
 
Grampian Training Groups Perspective, and  
  
1. Following the very useful Chairs meeting, I would note the following.  We are concerned that 
there seems to be inconsistency between groups and how they operate.  Whilst I appreciate that 
different groups will have varying needs, it was of concern that some groups were using funding to 
provide free training rather than subsidised training. 
 
2. Grampian TG does well in terms of training promotion and provision, so it was interesting to hear 
that for groups who do more / bigger groups.  In future it may consider getting more funding for 
them.  My caveat on this would be that I would not want to see groups competing against each 
other for funding or for membership.  Grampian TG’s success in terms of training days provided is 
very much due to the efforts of our Training manager.  
 
3. Future Regional Chairs Meetings: The regional meetings should provide a forum for Groups to 
share knowledge & experience.  It should be forum to keep abreast of CITB plans for funding in the 
future and CITB training & other initiatives.  The value of the meetings is very much getting the face 
to face contact with other groups, and, as was the case in Edinburgh, meeting CITB Scottish staff.  
 


